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Isaiah 52:13-53:12; Psalm 22; Hebrews 10:16-25; John 18:1-19:42 

 

As I mentioned last night, on our way down to Rev. Catherine’s institution as 

Rector of St. Bede’s in Santa Fe, George and I pulled off 1-25 South at exit 27. 

We drove about a half a mile, parked, and got out on a barren plot of land, the 

site of the Ludlow Massacre.  

This Easter Sunday marks the 100th anniversary of the massacre, 

remembered as the most horrific labor dispute in U.S. history.  

At least seven men died defending their community from the Colorado 

National Guard. But the deaths that elicited the outrage of a nation were the 

eleven children and two women who were burned alive in a pit the men had 

dug and put them in to keep them safe.  

On the 100th anniversary of a massacre that so shapes this state, and that led 

to reforms we all enjoy in the American work week, it seems fitting to me to 

center my homilies for our triduum, the three days of Maundy Thursday, 

Good Friday, and Easter on scenes from Ludlow.  

Today, then, let us consider Louis Tikas. 

Louis Tikas was a Greek immigrant from Loutra, Crete who worked as a 

miner in Colorado. He was one of thousands of Greeks who came for the 

promise of wages wildly exceeding what was possible in their homeland. 

Approximately 40,000 Greeks worked in the mines, mills and on the railroads 

of Colorado, Utah and New Mexico before World War I .  

Louis was gentle in spirit. He became the natural leader of the community 

who lived in the camp at Ludlow. 

The tent city at Ludlow under Tikas' leadership housed nearly a thousand 

people, including most of the Greek workers, during one of the most bitter 

winters Colorado had known.  

On Good Friday the Orthodox of the tent city fasted, washed, and cleaned. The 

massacre, in addition to all the rest of the horror, is unsettling in that it occurs 

just one day after The Greek Orthodox Easter. So, the real Good Friday came 

for the Ludlow camp on that day beyond the feast of the Resurrection. 
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In his verse novel on Ludlow, David Mason paints this picture of Tikas in the 

camp: 

“Tikas was everywhere… 

Tikas nursing the sick, Tikas as little guy, the sort of fellow Charlie Chaplin 

might have played…heroic, but by accident… Tikas [taking] hands…Tikas on 

his knees in prayer…Tikas in visionary hunger.”  Tikas everywhere. (from 

Ludlow, by David Mason, pp. 172-173) 

After the massacre, Tikas was found shot in the back three times. His body 

was left unburied for days.  

What must we make of this betrayal from the country that had promised so 

much to these immigrants? A bond of trust turned to a killing field one day 

after the feast of resurrection? 

Whatever else we may say, this much is true: Ludlow has brought Good 

Friday to our doorstep. To our land.  

And Tikas, though human, though imperfect, reflects the image of Christ in the 

barren excuse for a home for a thousand wanderers far from the land they 

loved. 

Good Friday should unsettle us.  

It cannot be cleaned up, tidied and packaged seamlessly with Easter Sunday. 

It stands alone. And places like Ludlow show us that. Good Friday persists, 

even beyond the joy of Easter. 

Today brings two sides of our experience of God together and binds them 

inextricably in a mystery we cannot fully perceive. 

Absence and presence. 

Today, God is absent. Missing. It is the one day of the year when the most 

fitting thing we can do at this altar is not break the bread and drink the cup. 

Instead, the most fitting thing we can do is mourn. 

Mourn the ravages of our human sin that lead to the Ludlows of this world. 

Mourn our capacity for evil. Mourn our pain, our unspeakable suffering. 

Mourn the absence of God. The absence that angers us. The absence that 

shocks us. 

And, in the very same gaping absence, know the presence. God, in Christ, 
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present and absent all at once. Absent in all the ways we long for him to be 

here with us. Present in the one way he can be with us in this evil. As one of 

us. Present everywhere, like Tikas.  

Christ nursing the sick. Christ taking our hands. Christ on his knees in prayer. 

Christ in visionary hunger. Christ everywhere. 

Today is the day of God absent and God present at Calvary, at Ludlow, 

everywhere. 

 


